CELEB HQ GOES BEHIND THE VOICE
ON THE NATIONAL KIIS NETWORK
Wednesday 16th May, 2018 - ARN is excited to announce that the National KIIS network will
again give listeners exclusive behind-the-scenes access to The Voice, when Celeb HQ Goes
Behind The Voice hits the airwaves from Sunday, May 20.
Previously called Behind The Voice, the weekly show format will again be hosted by KIIS National
Entertainment Reporter and Celeb HQ co-host John ‘JC’ Caldwell who will be joined by The Voice
coaches Delta Goodrem, Joe Jonas, Boy George and Kelly Rowland, and feature exclusive
news and gossip.
Kicking off on Sunday, May 20 Celeb HQ Goes Behind The Voice will air on Sydney’s KIIS 1065,
Melbourne’s KIIS 101.1, Brisbane’s 97.3 and Adelaide’s Mix 102.3 from 6-7pm every week.
Each Sunday, JC will be joined by the coaches and artists who will dish on all the backstage fun,
drama, secrets and news, exclusively for KIIS listeners.
The launch of the radio show coincides with the launch of The Voice’s live performance television
shows.

Celeb HQ Goes Behind The Voice host John ‘JC’ Caldwell said: “Each week KIIS listeners will
share in all of the excitement and drama of what normally stays hidden behind the scenes of The
Voice. This year we’ll have more access than ever before to really get the juicy gossip from the
judges.”

ARN’s National Content Director Duncan Campbell said: “Celeb HQ Goes Behind The
Voice gives KIIS listeners the opportunity to get an insight into the inner-workings of The Voice and
have a direct line to the news and entertainment stories from the show. Being able to provide this

exclusive access to The Voice coaches Delta Goodrem, Joe Jonas, Boy George and Kelly Rowland is
an entertainment experience you can’t get elsewhere.”
Nine’s Head of Content Production and Development, Adrian Swift, said: “Following the
success of Behind The Voice in recent years, we are once again pleased to be working with ARN to
deliver exclusive behind-the-scenes access to our superstar coaches and the fans’ favourite artists
before each Live Show every Sunday.”
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About ARN
ARN is one of the leading broadcasters in the country with ownership or investments in 12 radio stations nationwide. Its
network brands KIIS and Pure Gold, along with iHeartRadio and The Edge, entertain and influence over four million
listeners across Australia.
Its KIIS network consists of Sydney’s KIIS 1065 with Kyle & Jackie O, Melbourne’s KIIS 101.1 with Jase & PJ, Adelaide’s
Mix102.3 with Jodie & Soda, Brisbane’s 97.3FM with Bianca, Terry & Bob and Perth’s 96FM with Paul & Lise. The National
Drive Show across all stations is Will & Woody.
Its Pure Gold network consists of Sydney’s WS FM101.7 with Jonesy & Amanda, Melbourne’s GOLD104.3 with Christian
O’Connell, Brisbane’s 4KQ with Laurel, Gary & Mark and Adelaide’s Cruise 1323 with John Dean.
The Edge is available on FM as The Edge 96.ONE in Sydney and nationally via iHeartRadio and DAB+. The Edge Breakfast
hosts are Mike E & Emma.
ARN also launched iHeartRadio, the world’s fastest growing digital service, to the Australian market in 2013 and the
platform has had over 1,541,000 downloads of the app. iHeartRadio is a free, all-in-one radio, music streaming, podcast
and live events platform. In addition to being able to access their favourite music from around the globe, audiences can
access their favourite stations in Australia from ARN, the ABC, SBS and Fairfax, as well as stations from New Zealand and
the USA.
ARN is a HT&E company.
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